
VAKIFB ANK ATATÜRK ORTAOKULU 
PROMOTING INNOVATION THROUGH THE DEVELOPMENT CREATIVITY AND IMAGINATION 

Maths Game Lesson plan 
 

 

Learning Event Scientific Content of Activity Teaching Strategies Evaluation 
Methods and 
Procedures 

Resources 

Take attention A clown enters the class that glued number cards on him/her to stimulate interest in the activity and attract the attention 
of the students. The clown begins to turn the balls round by raising taht pulled out of his/her pasket, before 2 balls, then 
3 balls next 4 balls... and turned balls are counted by students up to 10 

Observation Speaking 
explanation solve 
problem 

Pinpon ball cardboard  Observing the 
number of balls 
turned by the 
clown finding 
the same 
number on the 
clown and 
matching. 

Explain the 
subject and 
operational 
targets 

The teacher will give information about the matching that will be done in EBA Explanation speaking EBA schedule  

Optimum 
presentation of the 
content of the 
event 

The Students group the objects in ten from the smart board. Students paint objects up to 10 Explanation Smartboard   

 The story of the figure 10 is told on the board to link between Turkish-Language and maths activity  Picture board Children who 
remember the 
story again 

 The children are taken to the playground to singing song. Let’s hold hands, lat’s get to teh circle, let’s ging and play. 
The teacher gives commands to the children before the game and gets warning movements for children. Take game 
starts, the music is opened and the children dance, when the music stops, a number is told. The children erter in arms as 
much as the said figure and stay in. The group that is missing or over the given number gets out of the game. The game 
will be continued according to the number of students and the learned figure.  
  

Explanation Solve 
Problem 
Exercise 

Smart board Practice game 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Take Performance It will be given individual activity papers to children. Take number of figures learned. The munber of figures learned so 
far on these papers will painted as well. These studeies will be stretched in such a way that the learning style of the 
chuldren is appropriete. 
1-You paint the circle as many as the number on dice 
2- Count the objects in the picture you see and write them 

Explanation speaking 
solve problem 

Individual work page Individual work 
on worksheets 

Finish the event Students will repeat that they learn with different cognitive activities. 
The children Will have fun and learn because the game is the most important factor in the development of intelligent. 

  stimulants for children   


